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Talented local sculptor, Harrie Fasher shared her story with U3A members
Dinner at A Taste of Thai was a popular night out!
President’s report
I am writing this on R U OK Day, an opportunity for us all to
reflect and check on the wellbeing of our families and
friends. In the light of this I think that there are many in the
community whose lives would be enhanced, given the right
introduction to what U3A provides. U3As provide a wide
range of activities, as we all know, from the passive to active.
In Oberon, these broadly range from Armchair Travel and
Bridge, through to activities such as Pilates and Balance ‘n
Bones, up to the more active Bush Walking and Bike Riding,
with a wide range of course types and activities in between.
All the activities offered help our mental and physical
wellbeing in one way or another, be it through social
interaction or mental and physical activity. Many of us need
a little nudge at times, so when considering course options
for yourself from this term’s activities, I would therefore ask
you to reflect on anybody around you who would benefit and
enjoy something from the program, and if someone comes to
mind, encourage them to become involved with Oberon U3A
and join in our activities – I’m sure that everyone benefits. I
hope that you enjoy the courses that you select this term and
look forward to meeting up with you at this term’s Oberon
U3A dinner, and if not there, at our December morning tea.

was a fun trip which involved mostly camping and lots of
great scenery! The second trip last term was to Georgia,
Azerbaijan and Armenia and then on to Moscow and St
Petersburg with Hamish and Janet Gidley-Baird. Armchair
travellers enjoyed the beautiful scenery of the Caucasus and
examples of the fabulous palaces and museums of Russia.
Next term, the itinerary for our next two trips takes us back
to the northern hemisphere, with a campervan tour of Central
Europe with Brian and Kathy Beesley and a bicycle trip
along the Loire and beyond, with Jenn Capel. As usual, our
Armchair Travel afternoons conclude with a delicious
afternoon tea.
We’d like to thank the Veolia Mulwaree Trust for funding
the purchase of our new data projector and screen. Owning
this equipment has made life so much easier for our
committee and volunteers, and means that we are totally
independent, no longer having to rely on loans from Council.

Graeme Precians
Dinner at Oberon’s A Taste of Thai was a great success,
with nearly 40 members enjoying a delicious range of
courses in good company on a cold night at the end of
August. With the weather warming up, an evening meal at
the Oberon Golf Club is on the program for Term 4. Not only
is this a great way to support our local food outlets but it is
also a pleasant, relaxed way to spend an evening among U3A
friends.
Armchair Travel, no passport required
Armchair Travel continues to be a popular feature of the
U3A program. Last term, members travelled with Alan and
Rhondda Pearce to Central Australia via Coober Pedy and
Alice Springs, right up to Darwin and home via Mt Isa. It

One of the many restored vehicles in Barry Hughes’ collection

The tour of Barry Hughes’ and Jim Hawkes’ sheds was
excellent! About 25 members braved the fairly cold winter’s
day and were amazed at the amount of work both men have
put into their “hobbies”. Barry’s tractor orphanage has close
to 20 beautifully restored tractors and trucks, not to mention
all sorts of other items, like biscuit tins, 44 gallon drums,

scales, ceramic bottles and old photographs. The collection is a
real treasure hidden away in a back street of Oberon. Jim
Hawkes’ shed is totally different. Dominated by a huge,
working steam engine, which had been fired up for the
occasion and was ticking over very nicely while we were
there, Jim’s shed reflects his passion for restoring old vehicles.
The afternoon was “topped off” with a cuppa and cake and a
general feeling amongst the participants that they were very
privileged to have entered these two talented men’s domains.

Bob is a General Practitioner, now retired, who has practiced
AT to enhance wellbeing for many years. The course will
introduce the use of music therapy, discuss neuroplasticity and
various other aspects of “mind medicine”. Each session will
run for two hours.
Aqua Aerobics returns this term and will continue right
through the Christmas holidays until the end of the swimming
season in March next year. This is a great class and we’d love
to see a lot more U3A members participate. The water is
warm and very refreshing and Sharon Inwood is a most
enthusiastic and entertaining instructor.
Victoria Theyers took over the catering job at the Golf Club
several months ago and diners and golfers can vouch for the
quality of her food. Join us for dinner at the Golf Club on
Wednesday November 6th. The menu, time and cost are
detailed in the program.

About to set off for Oberon from Gingkin
The Bike Riding group is going well, with rides more
pleasant now that the weather is warming up a little. The
group is making an excursion to Victoria in November for a
ride along the High Country Rail Trail in the Albury-Wodonga
region. Unfortunately, rail trails are pretty well non-existent in
NSW, so the group is going to have to travel to undertake a
three day ride. The U3A 10 bike trailer is proving invaluable.

Ian presented all the information one needs to know to
operate a drone
Ian Fowler’s drone course was just the thing for people who
either own a drone or are thinking of buying one. Ian covered
the various types of drones available and recommended
brands, CASA requirements, pre-flight considerations, safety,
the possibility of rebates for farmers who might choose to use
a drone rather than a quad bike, filming tips and suitable
software. The class ended with a demonstration of aerial
filming near the golf clubhouse. It was a windy day, so
conditions for drone flights were not the best! All in all,
participants agreed it was a hugely informative morning and
we are most grateful to Ian for agreeing to share his
knowledge and skills.

Coming up next term
Mindfulness might be the new “in thing”, but in reality, it has
been around for thousands of years. Aristotle (300BC) is
quoted as saying “knowing yourself is the beginning of all
wisdom.” We are fortunate that one of our new local residents,
Dr Bob McKillop, has offered to run a course in Mindfulness
– Autogenic Meditation (AT) next term.

Have you visited the Oberon District Museum yet? It was
closed for most of last year but has seen a resurgence of
activity since a new committee took over at the beginning of
this year. A streetscape of Oberon’s main street as it was in
the 1930s is a key attraction. This pottery display, consisting
of over 2,000 pieces, was made by day care participants back
in 1989 under the guidance of a pottery teacher from Bathurst.
It’s a remarkable achievement and takes pride of place in the
museum’s main pavilion. There’s also an 1887 weatherboard
cottage, complete with furniture, which was originally situated
on the Cunynghame’s property but had to be moved because
of the construction of Albion Street in the early 1990s. This is
another key attraction of the museum and one that stirs a lot of
memories for visitors. As well there are lots of photographs,
artefacts, memorabilia, family histories and farm machinery on
display. If you haven’t been then it’s time to visit! And even if
you have been, we’re sure you will notice a lot of changes.
Need a way to organize and use all those photos you have
been collecting on your phone or digital camera? Why not turn
them into a PowerPoint presentation. This is not just a
feature used by teachers and presenters. You too can produce a
photo show for a birthday, an anniversary, an Armchair
Travel, or even a U3A morning tea! It’s easy, and once the
work is done you can run your show, on a loop, on a computer
screen, a laptop, an ipad, or a smart TV, and people can watch
as they please. The Community Technology Centre (CTC) is
moving to the library later this month so this course will be
run there - a good opportunity to test out the new premises.
Finally, we have left Table Tennis off the program because of
falling numbers and our facilitator is moving away. However
this activity, and others like Scrabble and Mah Jong, can easily
be revived if there is enough interest. Days and times can be
changed to suit participants. So, if you are interested in any of
these activities let Sue know and we can add them to the
program again. Also, you may be willing to volunteer to run a
class of some sort - it might just be a “one-off” or something
that takes a little more time. We are always on the lookout for
new activities. Contact our Program Co-ordinator, Sue
Arnison, if you have an idea or would like to volunteer your
services.
Dates for your diary
• Term 4: Monday, October 21 - Friday, December 13
• End of year Morning Tea - Saturday, December 14,
10.00 am, in the Community Centre.

Have a great term!

